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Buried Utility Infrastructure
Plastic pipes are widely used in new installed water distribution systems in the past 40 years. The working conditions and health monitoring of them has attracted increasing attention
from water authorities and researchers. Those plastic mains are expected to be fully supported by bedding soils when buried. The ground in which these pipes are buried is a key
component of pipeline systems, providing structural support and protection from changing environmental conditions. The ground has however been largely ignored in the literature of
pipeline condition assessment.
The objective of the current study is to use the ultrasonic method to detect ground conditions surrounding the plastic pipes. The principle is to measure the ultrasound waves travelling
through the pipe walls, and be reflected from backwards ground surface. By analysing recorded ultrasonic reflections, ground conditions (voids and water content of soil) are investigated.
The study provides a step towards the understanding of what is going on external to the pipe wall. This knowledge acts critically in facilitating the decision-making process of when and
where to repair, renew or replace pipes based on their condition state.

Voids Visualization

Voids Detection Using Ultrasonic Method
Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) and High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) have been chosen
for testing specimens. The key feature of this approach is to make focused
ultrasonic waves to travel through plastic materials to ‘see’ ground conditions
beyond the pipe wall. A preliminary laboratory experiment was set up using flat
plate geometry positioned on voids premade in soil substrates. Spot focus
ultrasonic transducers were adopted for 2D scanning of the voids area. Figure 1.
shows the principle and setting up of the experiment.

Time series ultrasound signals were acquired during scanning while the transducer
location at each ultrasonic pulse was used for reconstructing plastic plate and voids
in soil ground, shown by Table 1 and Figure 2.
Table 1. Top view of detected voids expressed by distance difference between pipe back
surface to soil bulk surface using 1MHz, 5MHz and 10MHz (left), and 5MHz (right)
ultrasound transducer.
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Figure 1. a: principle of ultrasonic array reflection from medium interface; b:
ultrasonic reflection signal; c: 2D ultrasonic scanning, and d: voids former.
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Experimental variables:
• Ultrasonic transducers: 1MHz, 5MHz, 10MHz;
• Soils: Gravel 8-9.5mm and 5-6.35mm particle size, David Ball fraction C (DB)
sand and Replacement density (RD) sand;
• Plastic plates: HDPE, PVC;
• Formers: Ø20mm half cylinder, hexagonal star with depth of 40mm, Ø80mm half
sphere and 80X80X40mm cube;
• Ultrasonic scanning area: 300mmX282.5mm.

Figure 2. 3D reconstruction for four voids, 5MHz transducer, RD sand.

Saturation Test Using Ultrasonic Method

Study of Soil Collapse
Voids shapes before and after test were investigated by analysing voids areas and
cross section profiles, shown by Figure 3 & 4.
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Figure 5. Saturation test device and configuration
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Ultrasonic experiments are carried out for detecting changes in the saturation levels of
representative ground conditions around pipes. A special constructed soil test cell
(Figure 5) that allowed precise and repeatable saturation properties to be applied to a
range of different soil types has been built. Change of sound amplitude (Figure 6) will be
analysed to investigate the soil saturation level.
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Figure 3. Change of void areas during test for varying soils using 5 MHz transducer.
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Figure 6. Reflected signal in time and frequency domain
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Conclusion and Discussion
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Figure 4. Change of void shapes during test using 5MHz transducer, a & b: DB
sand; c & d: G 5-6.35mm.

• Voids beyond plastic pipes can be successfully detected with an ultrasonic method;
• Fine particle soil gave accurate void boundaries and dimensions;
• Non-flat gravel surface scatters ultrasonic signal, resulting in noisy void boundaries
and smaller detected void areas;
• Among three transducers, 5MHz sensor show the best ability in void detection;
• Soil saturation level can be investigated through the ultrasonic method;
• Interfacial properties between plate back surface and soil can be disclosed.

